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Abstract

Magnetic helicity, a topological quantity which measures the twist, the writhe and the shear of a magnetic field, has recently appeared
as a key quantity to understand some mechanisms of the solar activity such as Coronal Mass Ejections and flare onset. It is thus becom-
ing of major importance to be able to compute magnetic helicity in active regions. Computing photospheric maps of the injection of
magnetic helicity provides new spatial information that helps us to understand basic properties of solar activity, such as where and
how magnetic helicity is injected.

Several helicity flux density maps have been published for different active regions. Unfortunately, the classical helicity flux density is
not a correct physical quantity and it does induce spurious signals (fake polarities) which mask the real injection of helicity. To map the
real helicity injection, the knowledge of the complete connectivity of the field lines is fundamental. Even without the connectivity,
improved helicity flux density maps can be derived. They have fake polarities which are lower by more than a factor 10 than the previous
incorrect maps. Rather than a mixture of negative and positive injection patterns, they show almost unipolar injection on the active
region scale. This leads to a completely new way of understanding the dynamics of active regions, in the frame of magnetic helicity
studies.
� 2007 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of COSPAR.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Magnetic helicity

Magnetic helicity has initially been defined by Elsasser
(1956) as a particularly interesting volume integral, one
of the few invariant in ideal magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD). Later, Moffatt (1969) has demonstrated that mag-
netic helicity is related to the geometrical properties of
magnetic flux tubes: magnetic helicity is the sum of the
Gauss linking number of every couple of magnetic flux
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tubes multiplied by their axial fluxes (the Gauss linking
number is an integral which gives the number of links
between two closed curves, i.e., the number of times one
curve is going through the other: in the solar case the
curves correspond to the axes of the flux tubes). Using
the concept of magnetic helicity in solar physics is not
straightforward since magnetic helicity is not gauge inde-
pendent when the volume considered is not a magnetic vol-
ume. Important progress has been made by Berger and
Field (1984) who defined the relative magnetic helicity: it
quantifies how the magnetic field is sheared and/or twisted
compared to a reference field, usually taken to be the
potential field (which corresponds to the lowest energy
state for a given distribution of the normal field component
at the boundary).
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Observations of the solar atmosphere show the existence
of sheared, even helical magnetic structures. Such struc-
tures are often associated with flares, eruptive filaments
and coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Magnetic helicity thus
appears as a key element in a large number of coronal phe-
nomena. A particularly important question is the role that
helicity plays to explain the origin of CMEs. Magnetic
helicity is an extremely well conserved quantity in the solar
corona, even during reconnection – this has been shown
from theoretical (Berger, 1984), experimental (Ji, 1999)
and numerical arguments (Antiochos et al., 1999; Linton
and Antiochos, 2005). Because of this conservation prop-
erty, it has been suggested that CMEs can be viewed as
the needed phenomena that allow the Sun to eject the helic-
ity which is constantly injected through the photosphere, so
CMEs would avoid the endless accumulation of helicity in
the corona (Rust, 1994; Low, 1996). For all the above rea-
sons, an increasing numbers of works have recently focused
in magnetic helicity (see reviews by Brown et al., 1999;
Berger, 2003; Démoulin, 2007).

The direct computation of helicity in the corona requires
knowledge of the magnetic field connectivity in the entire
studied volume, but since magnetic field measurements
are mainly made at the photospheric level, the most com-
mon way to estimate magnetic helicity is through the com-
putation of the time integral of the photospheric helicity
rate (or total flux). How precise are these estimations is a
subject of present active research (see the critical review
by Démoulin, 2007).

A complementary aspect is to understand the spatial
distribution of the photospheric injection of magnetic
helicity. For example, do we have injection of both sign
of helicity at different locations within the same AR?
The answer has consequences for the dynamo; since mag-
netic helicity is a well preserved quantity, we will have
clues on the way the magnetic flux was distorted by the
plasma flow, so how the field was amplified and twisted.
The answer to the above question has also consequences
for coronal physics, in particular for flares and CMEs.
Are they the consequence of reconnection of flux tubes
having opposite helicity, which would permit a larger
amount of magnetic energy to be released? Or is the injec-
tion of helicity mostly of a given sign? If the latter is the
case, then magnetic helicity accumulates in the corona,
and then could it finally lead to CMEs? Moreover, is
magnetic helicity mostly injected during the emergence
phase of ARs? How the highly sheared, and probably
twisted, magnetic configurations supporting quiescent fila-
ments are formed? How they get such important amount
of helicity? Is it injected from the large scales (e.g., differ-
ential rotation), or from the local scales (e.g., close to the
magnetic inversion line)? Thus, in order to answer many
key questions of solar physics, the study of the helicity
rate is not sufficient and we need to estimate the helicity
flux per unit surface, or flux density. The aim of this
paper is to show how we can compute more reliable maps
of helicity injection.
1.2. Previous magnetic helicity flux density estimations

The helicity rate dH/dt through a planar surface S can
be written as (Berger and Field, 1984):

dH
dt
¼ 2

Z
S
½ðAp � BÞvn � ðAp � vÞBn�dS; ð1Þ

where Ap is the vector potential of the potential magnetic
field (without electric currents); B, v, Bn and vn, respec-
tively, represent the magnetic field, the plasma velocity field
and their projection along the direction normal to the
surface.

For the solar photosphere, the first term of Eq. (1) cor-
responds to injection of helicity by emergence of magnetic
flux into the corona and the second term, called the shear
term, is the rate of helicity due to motions parallel to the
photosphere (like differential rotation). To compute them
it is necessary to derive the photospheric plasma velocity
field v. This is done with local correlation tracking (LCT)
methods. Since only horizontal velocities are deduced from
the temporal evolution of Bn by LCT, it has been believed
that only the shear term could be derived. However, any
LCT method estimates the velocity of the flux tube posi-
tion, u, in the photosphere and not the plasma velocity v.
Démoulin and Berger (2003) have shown that the rate of
helicity can be written as

dH
dt
¼ �2

Z
S
ðAp � uÞBndS: ð2Þ

Thus using LCT, it is not possible to discriminate the shear
term from the emergence term, but the total helicity rate is
directly estimated.

It is also important to study the spatial distribution of
the injection by considering the integrand of Eq. (2)

GA ¼ �2ðAp � uÞBn: ð3Þ

In previous studies of active regions, GA has been used
extensively to monitor the spatial distribution of magnetic
helicity flux density (Chae, 2001; Chae et al., 2001, 2004;
Kusano et al., 2002; Nindos and Zhang, 2002; Nindos
et al., 2003; Maeshiro et al., 2005; Moon et al., 2002a,b).
However, in Pariat et al. (2005, 2006), we showed that
GA is not a real helicity flux density and that its properties
generate intense artificial polarities of both signs. This is
due to the presence of the vector potential which is not a
physical quantity.

The aim of this paper is to present new definitions of
helicity flux density, to describe their theoretical properties,
and their implications on observations. In particular, we
wish to demonstrate that thinking in terms of connectivity
can improve our understanding of the helicity injection
process. Section 2, summarizes how much GA can be
strongly misleading, and how a new definition, Gh, is not
subject to important fake polarities. In Section 3, we show
that Gh nevertheless creates some low-intensity fake polar-
ities and we introduce an improved definition: GU. Finally
in Section 4, a tricky observational example, where Gh
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creates strong fakes signal, is analyzed in details. We show
how, even without the complete knowledge of the field line
connectivity, it is possible to have an idea of the spatial dis-
tribution of the helicity injection.
2. Helicity injection maps: from GA to Gh
2.1. Problems with GA

The fact that GA creates fakes polarity can be illustrated
immediately with a very simple example. Let us consider a
simple circular magnetic region (with Bn > 0) moving with
any translational motion with a constant velocity u as in
Fig. 1 (left panel). Here, the rate of helicity is null since
no field line is twisted, sheared or braided due this motion.
Locally, at each point, one expect that the helicity flux den-
sity is null. Nevertheless when computing GA non-null
terms appear. Indeed, in the classical Coulomb gauge, the
vector field Ap is toroidal (see arrows in the top right panel
of Fig. 1), while u is constant. Due to the scalar product in
Eq. (3), GA is positive in one half of the region, and nega-
tive in the other half (see Fig. 1).

The total helicity rate is null: the integration of GA over
the surface gives the expected result. Nevertheless GA is
non-null even with simple flows which do not input any
magnetic helicity to the coronal field! GA introduces artifi-
cial polarities of both signs with most flow patterns.
Indeed, we cannot simply take the integrand of the helicity
rate and consider it as a physical quantity since the helicity
rate involves in fact a double integration over the surface
(one integration is hidden in the computation of the vector
potential).

In order to get rid of the most significant spurious sig-
nals, we suggested to substitute GA by another definition
of the helicity flux density, Gh (Pariat et al., 2005)

GhðxÞ ¼ �
BnðxÞ

2p

Z
S0

dhðx� x0Þ
dt

Bnðx0ÞdS0; ð4Þ
Fig. 1. Left: sketch of the considered motion: a single positive magnetic regio
right. Right: maps of GA (top panel) and of Gh (bottom panel). The gray levels
positive, and darker gray (blue) negative. In the top panel the arrows represent t
field u. These maps have been computed with a uniform field component Bn wi
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
where dh/dt is the angular velocity of the vector x � x 0

relatively to a given direction

dhðx� x0Þ
dt

¼ ðx� x0Þ � ðu� u0Þð Þn
ðx� x0Þ2

: ð5Þ

Using Gh instead of GA strongly modifies the observed pat-
tern of helicity injection. For any translational motion,
since all points have the same velocity, the rotation rate
dh/dt of each pair of points is null and thus no helicity den-
sity will appear. From the Gh map, the interpretation of the
zero helicity injection is obvious (Fig. 1).
2.2. Applications of Gh to observations

In Pariat et al. (2006), we compared GA and Gh maps of
several actives regions. These active regions had previously
been studied in detail by Nindos et al. (2003). We used 1-
min cadence and 96-min cadence MDI data to study the
helicity flux density given by these two definitions. The
same data are used to compare GA and Gh maps.

The MDI data provided only the longitudinal (along the
line of sight) component of the magnetic field and we
assume that the photospheric magnetic field was vertical.
The vertical field component, Bn, was then directly equal
to the longitudinal field divided by the cosine of the helio-
centric angle of the active region. The vector potential of
the potential field, Ap, was derived from Bn by fast Fourier
transform method, following Chae (2001). The velocity
field of the footpoints of the flux tubes, u, was estimated
by applying the LCT method to the longitudinal magneto-
grams. The used LCT parameters were x = 7.500 for
the width of the apodizing window function and
DT = 15–20 min for the time interval between a pair of
images. To compute Gh , we only needed to know Bn and
u. Since the vector potential is not required here, Gh is
not affected by the errors induced by the discrete Fourier
transform when computing Ap.

The comparison of GA and Gh maps shows that GA

indeed creates strong fake helicity flux polarities, due to
n (flux tube) executing a simple translational (global) motion towards the
show the strength of GA and Gh with middle gray being 0, lighter gray (red)
he vector potential Ap. In the bottom panel they correspond to the velocity
thin the magnetic polarity. (For interpretation of the references in color in
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the translational motions of magnetic polarities. With Gh

these spurious signals disappear: the non-dominant polari-
ties of the helicity flux density are suppressed and the inten-
sities of the dominant polarities are lowered (Pariat et al.,
2006).

The total and signed helicity rate computed using GA

and Gh were also compared. One expects theoretically that
the total rates should be equal, but some differences do
exist between dHA/dt and dHh/dt in our data. These differ-
ences do not have a preferential sign and thus tend to
become small when the data are time-averaged. As pointed
by Chae et al. (2007), it is worth noticing that the compu-
tation of dHA/dt and dHh/dt do not assume the same
boundary conditions. The Fourier transform method
adopted by Chae (2001) assumes that the flux distribution
is periodically repeated outside the computation box. Com-
puting dHh/dt implicitly assumes that there is no magnetic
flux distribution outside the region of interest. This differ-
ence accounts partly for the differences observed between
dHA/dt and dHh/dt which could be has large as �10%.
Moreover GA has more intense polarities of opposite signs.
Then integrating GA implies the cancellation of important
quantities, which in turn introduces additional errors. Con-
cerning the unsigned rates, the non-dominant helicity rate
with Gh is strongly reduced compared with GA and it has
a more homogenous time variation, suggesting that it is
dominated by noise.

For all five active regions that we studied in Pariat et al.
(2006), the pattern of the helicity injection is much more
homogeneous in Gh maps than in GA maps. This has sev-
eral implications concerning the physics of the generation
of magnetic helicity in the solar interior and of its transport
in the convection zone (see review of Brandenburg and
Subramanian, 2005). The theory will have to explain such
observed features. Also such observations put constraints
on the viability of some models of solar flares and CMEs
Fig. 2. Top left: sketch of a magnetic flux tube rotating as a whole (adapted fr
other panels represent the photospheric maps of the helicity injection for this flu
represent the velocity field u. The gray levels show the strength of GA , Gh , and
(blue) negative, with the magnitude of the injection given on the right side of the
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
where the eruption is triggered by the annihilation of oppo-
site-sign magnetic helicity (Kusano et al., 2004).

3. Helicity injection maps: from Gh to GU

Even if Gh strongly improves the estimation of magnetic
helicity density, we can still find configurations where Gh

also produces fake signals.
For example, let us consider an arcade formed of a sin-

gle flux tube. Let us consider that the footpoints rotate in
opposite directions so that the flux tube rotates as a whole
but does not increase its twist (see Fig. 2, top left). The
velocity at a point of the flux tube is given by v = X · q,
with X the rotation vector, which is directed along the axis
of the flux tube, and with q, the vector formed by the con-
sidered point and its orthogonal projection along the axis.
Even if no helicity is injected in the flux tube, Gh polarities
of opposite sign appear at each footpoint (Fig. 2, top
right).

However, generally Gh parasitic helicity flux density
polarities are much fainter than the GA ones. In the case
of Fig. 2, the polarities induced by GA have an absolute
intensity about 0.15, twice bigger than those induced by
Gh (see scale on the left of the Gh map), but this is an
extreme case. Previously, in the case of the emergence of
a twisted flux tube, we estimated that these spurious polar-
ities mask the real injected helicity when the number of
turns of the twisted flux tube is lower than a few tenths
of a turn. With Gh the threshold in the number of turns
is ten times lower than with GA . In other theoretical exam-
ples, designed to represent the main characteristics features
of observations, it was also shown that Gh has fake polar-
ities at least 10 times less intense than GA (Pariat et al.,
2005). Thus with Gh we should be able to correctly analyze
the injection of helicity of flux tubes having a significant
amount of twist (a few tenths of turns).
om Berger, 1999). The number of turns of the field line is equal to 1. The
x tube: GA (bottom left), Gh (top right) and GU (bottom right). The arrows
GU with middle gray being 0, lighter gray (red) positive, and darker gray
panels. (For interpretation of the references in colour in this figure legend,
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With the example presented in Fig. 2, one sees that a key
element to determine the real spatial distribution of the
helicity flux density is the field line connectivity. The use
of the helicity flux density (like GA and Gh) does not take
into account such piece of information. In Pariat et al.
(2005), we demonstrated that only the helicity rate per ele-
mentary flux tube (or per unit magnetic flux) is meaningful.
A similar problem exists when trying to define the relative
helicity density. In weakly inhomogeneous turbulence,
Subramanian and Brandenburg (2006) have defined a
helicity density using the concept of Gauss linking number
and thus field line connectivity.

Let dhU/dt|e denote the helicity injected in the elemen-
tary flux tube e through its footpoints on the photosphere.
Only this helicity rate per unit magnetic flux has a physical
meaning. Nevertheless, it is possible to represent d hU/dtje
as a helicity flux density by distributing it between the foot-
points of the elementary flux tube (which positions are
denoted as xe� and xeþ)

dhU

dt

����
e

¼ GhðxeþÞ
j BnðxeþÞ j

þ Ghðxe�Þ
j Bnðxe�Þ j

: ð6Þ

dhU/dt|e is simply a field-weighted average of Gh at both
footpoints, and thus can be estimated using Gh (provided
that the field line connectivity is known).

The best surface helicity flux density proxies of dhU/dt,
can be obtained by sharing dhU/dt equally between the
two footpoints of each elementary flux tube. One can use
GU , defined as (derived from Eq. (29) of Pariat et al.,
2005, with f=1/2)

GUðxe�Þ ¼
1

2
Ghðxe�Þ þ Ghðxe�Þ

Bnðxe�Þ
Bnðxe�Þ

����
����

� �
: ð7Þ

In the case of the magnetic flux tube rotating as a whole,
when the number of turns is an integer, GU does not present
any polarity (see Fig. 2, bottom right panel). Directly on
the GU maps it is clear that no helicity is injected.

When the number of turns is not an integer, then GU

presents non-null polarities (Fig. 3). The reason is that
inside each magnetic polarity, the Gh distribution is not
mirror symmetric with respect to the axis that passes
through the center of the polarity and which is perpendic-
ular to the main direction of the flux tube, e.g., the S axis
shown in Fig. 2 (top right panel). This asymmetry is due to
the fact that, two points in, e.g., the positive magnetic
Fig. 3. Photospheric maps of Gh (left panel) and GU (right panel) for a twisted
line is equal to 0.5. The shading and arrow conventions are the same as in Fig.
panels.
polarity do not rotate by the same amount with respect
to a point in the negative magnetic polarity of the flux tube.
In the positive polarity, the point which is closest to the
negative polarity has a mean rotation rate dh/dt (Eq. (4))
larger than any other point further away. Thus, when the
number of turns is not an integer the asymmetry leads to
non-null GU.

Nevertheless, in the GU map the polarities are real. The
twist and the bending of the flux tube create an asymmetry
between the elementary flux tubes linking the magnetic
polarities if the number of turns is not an integer. More pre-
cisely, elementary flux tubes, starting at an equal distance
from the center of a magnetic polarity, have a winding in
the flux tube which depends on their azimuthal position in
the polarity. As the flux tube rotates on itself, part of the ele-
mentary flux tubes are going below the axial field line A
(which is untwisted) and the others are going above. This
creates a redistribution of magnetic helicity inside the flux
tube and thus some helicity flux at the boundary.

For a given field line, the sign of the helicity flux density
depends on the sign of the rotation and of the mapping
properties of field lines from one polarity to the other (so
it depends on the twist modulo [2p] and on its position rel-
atively to the central field line A).

For example, in Fig. 3, with the chosen rotation sign and
a twist of half turn, the helicity flux density is positive in the
right part and negative in the left part in each footpoint.
Here locally non-null GU polarity does not mean that some
helicity is injected through the bottom boundary (photo-
sphere). What GU shows here is that some helicity is
exchanged within the volume of the flux tube, between
the field lines that are going under A and those that are
going above. A similar case of redistribution of helicity
has been presented in Pariat et al. (2005) when two polar-
ities separate.
4. Analysis of an observational example

Even if only the helicity rate per unit of elementary mag-
netic flux has a physical meaning, to estimate dhU/dt from
observations, it is necessary to isolate flux tubes and deter-
mine their connectivity. With present observations this is
actually not possible, and up to now, GU could appear only
as an theoretical tool. Nevertheless, thinking in terms of
connectivity help us improve the study of the helicity flux
flux tube rotating as a whole, as in Fig. 2. The number of turns of the field
2. Notice the difference in the injection magnitudes on the right side of the
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density done with Gh. The study of active region AR 9182
illustrates how to go beyond Gh. AR 9182 was previously
studied by Nindos et al. (2003) and Pariat et al. (2006).
Before October 9, 2000, it is formed by a positive compact
leading sunspot and a more extended trailing negative spot.
From October 9, magnetic flux emergence occurred west of
the active region, in the form of two separating oppositely-
signed magnetic polarities (see Fig. 4).

The original leading sunspot is the positive magnetic
polarity noted as P1 in Fig. 5 whereas the magnetic polar-
ities of the emerging flux are indicated as N2 and P2. A
magnetic polarity, due to projection effects, appears west
of P2. We will not take that area into consideration.

The GA map (bottom left in Fig. 5) presents its usual
complex patterns with several polarities of both signs. In
the Gh map most of these patchy patterns have disap-
Fig. 4. Selected MDI magnetograms (left) and EIT/SoHO 171 Å filtergram im
October 11. The panels are co-aligned to show the relationship between the p

Fig. 5. Top left: selected MDI magnetograms of AR 9182 with white/black for
area that is enlarged in the other panels (emerging flux region). Top right: m
velocities. Bottom left: GA map. Bottom right: Gh map. The grey levels are in u
peared. Three main areas of uniform sign remains on the
main magnetic polarities: P2 presents a wide negative Gh

whereas N2 and P1 have positive Gh. Gh reduces the fake
polarities induced by GA . The rates involved here are 41,
�35 and 6.1 · 1021 Wb2 s�1 for (dHh/dt)+, (dHh/dt)� and
dHh/dt, respectively. From the Gh map, one would con-
clude that there is simultaneous injection of helicity of both
signs in the emerging flux (N2 P2).

Looking at the field evolution and the magnetic connec-
tivity as traced by the observed coronal loops (Fig. 4), we
suppose that the emerging polarities (N2,P2) in AR 9182
are magnetically connected and that they form a single flux
tube. Then the real helicity rate injected in this flux tube
will be the sum of the helicity injected through N2 and
P2. But, since they have opposite values of Gh with similar
absolute intensities, the sign of dhU/dt cannot be easily
ages (right) showing the evolution of AR 9182 from October 8, 2000 to
hotospheric and coronal evolution.

positive/negative magnetic field, respectively. The black frame indicates the
agnetogram on October 11, 2000 at 21:40 UT, with the computed LCT

nits of 106 Wb2 m�2 s�1. Two Bn isocontours are added for Bn = ± 300 G.
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deduced. This is why here Gh fails to give an accurate pic-
ture of the real patterns of injected helicity. For this partic-
ular case, the properties of Gh distribute the helicity
injection over the footpoints in such a way that large fake
polarities appear. To derive the helicity pattern one would
need to derive GU.

In order to have an idea of what GU would give for AR
9182, we model this active region. We considered two flux
tubes similar to the one used in the model of Fig. 2 (top left
panel). These two half-toruses have the same small radius
and field strength. The photospheric feet of the first flux
tube correspond to the original pre-existing polarities.
The second flux tube models the emerging magnetic flux
(N2 P2). We assume that the flux tubes are not twisted.
Our results confirms a posteriori, that it was not necessary
to introduce any twist to obtain helicity patterns similar to
the observed one. It implies that the inner twist of the flux
tubes should inject relatively little helicity compared to the
other motions. For simplicity, these torus-like flux tubes
are represented when they are almost half-emerged, thus
the sections of the tubes appear as circular regions, of
opposite polarities.

This model also assumes that the magnetic polarities N2

and P2 are completely connected. This is obviously not the
case in reality. Using SoHO/EIT (Delaboudiniere et al.,
1995) images (see Fig. 4, right), we see that some UV loops
are linking P1 and N2. Nevertheless, most of the loops still
link P2 with N2. In addition, when looking at the evolution
of AR 9182, the simultaneous appearance of P2 and N2

strongly suggests that these magnetic polarities are indeed
the footpoints of a single emerging flux tube. We suppose
that relatively little reconnection had occurred and chan-
ged the field connectivity between P2 and N2.

We implemented four kinds of motion to these flux
tubes in order to match the main velocity pattern observed
in AR 9182 : emergence, translation and rotation of the
magnetic flux tube rooted in N2 and P2, and a translation
motion for the flux tube rooted in P1. The relative intensi-
ties of the motions were adjusted in order to fit as best as
possible the observations, matching not only the velocity
field but also the GA and Gh patterns.

With the above simple model we were able to derive GA,
Gh and GU. The results are presented in the last row in
Fig. 6. Our model matches well the main polarities of GA

and Gh observed in AR 9182. The model Gh map, shows
that negative density is located in P2 whereas positive helic-
ity flux density appears in N2 and P1. N2 presents the larg-
est helicity rate, as in the observations. The GU map
(bottom right in Fig. 6) gives a different result: the three
magnetic polarities present positive helicity density.

In order to understand how the helicity is injected we
computed GA, Gh and GU separately for each implemented
motion. The results are presented Fig. 6.

	 First, we considered the vertical emergence of (N2 P2)
(first row). This emergence creates an apparent separa-
tion of the footpoints of the flux tube. The horizontal
velocity induced by the emergence is 1 (this motion defines
the units of velocity). The total injected helicity is equal
to 0.41 in normalized units of helicity rate (an helicity
rate of 1 corresponds to the helicity injected by all the
motions together). This motion creates intense fake
signals in GA and homogeneous injection with Gh and GU.
	 Second, we considered a solid rotation of this whole flux

tube, relatively to N2 (second row). The velocity of this
rotation is about 1.8. This motion is the only one that
injects globally negative helicity : �0.25 units of helicity
rate are injected. Even if the injection of helicity due to
this motion is not globally dominant, it explains the neg-
ative rate of helicity observed in P2 in the Gh map. It is
also responsible for the pattern associated with GA in
that polarity.
	 Third, we imposed an eastward translational motion on

this same emerging flux tube (third row), so that P2 does
not present any east-west motion when all the motions
are summed. The total helicity injected is about 0.28
normalized units of helicity rate. In Gh map this motion
injects positive helicity in N2 and P1 and a small amount
of negative helicity in P2. Together with the emergence
motion, they are at the origin of the helicity pattern
observed in N2 in the GA map.
	 Finally, for the flux tube rooted in P1, we only consid-

ered a translation toward the west (fourth row). The rel-
ative velocity of this translation is 1.3 and the rate of
helicity is about 0.56 units. Even if the velocity is not
the biggest, this motion is the one that injects most of
the helicity. Using GA one would expect that the helicity
is only injected through P1. But Gh and GU maps show
that the injection happens in both flux tubes. This is nat-
ural since the displacement of a flux tube relatively to
another should inject helicity in both flux tubes.

The simultaneous implementation of these four motions
(fifth row) gives a very good match between our model and
the observations. Our model allows us to compute GU and
to infer the helicity injection. We found that the helicity
injection is uniform in sign and relatively homogeneous.
This results is consistent with what we previously found
with the other studied active regions (Pariat et al., 2006).

5. Conclusion

In Pariat et al. (2005, 2006), we demonstrated with the-
oretical and observational examples how the usual proxy of
magnetic helicity flux density, GA (Eq. (3)), can produce
spurious signals. We defined two new proxies of helicity
flux density: Gh (Eq. (4)), and GU (Eq. (7)). The present
paper extends and completes the interpretation and expla-
nation of Gh and GU. In addition, we have developed the
analysis of a pathological active region where Gh creates
strong fake polarities.

Indeed, although Gh reduces efficiently spurious signals
induced by GA , Gh can also present artifact polarities. In
fact only the helicity rate per elementary flux tube, dhU/dt,



Fig. 6. Model maps of GA (left column), Gh (middle column) and GU (right column) for each considered motions: emergence (first row), rotation (second
row) and translation (third row) of (N2 P2); translation (4th row) of P1. Fifth row: final model of AR 9182, summing the contributions of the above rows.
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is physically meaningful and GU is its best proxy. It is nev-
ertheless difficult to use such quantity since it is necessary
to determine the coronal linkage to compute GU, which is
presently not possible. In practice, Gh is the best and sim-
plest solution for mapping the injection of helicity. Even
if it could induce spurious signals in some cases it is possi-
ble to infer the real patterns. For example, when two oppo-
sitely signed magnetic polarities which are believed to be
linked present opposite Gh signs, a better estimate of the
real helicity flux density is an average of the helicity densi-
ties at these magnetic polarities.

AR 9182 is an example where Gh creates intense unreal
signals. In this AR the negative Gh polarity in P2 is only a
fake signal if one supposes that P2 and N2 are linked.
Thus even if Gh sometimes produces fake signals, by a
careful analysis, it is still possible to overcome this prob-
lem. Moreover, spurious Gh signals are generally related
to much weaker helicity flux density polarities. Under-
standing the coronal physics of, for example, flares and
CMEs, needs the knowledge of the locations where mag-
netic helicity is injected. Such studies can thus benefit
from Gh looking forward to the possible systematic appli-
cation of GU.
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